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E PROGRAMMING FOR USE WITH
NUMERIC PAGERS

Numeric pager systems require the caller to dial the phone number of the pager
service, wait for a prompting beep, and then enter some additional digits which
are to be displayed on the receiving pager, and then finally, enter a pound(#) to
complete the entry.

To call and cause a display on a numeric pager, your Guard-ItTM autodialer will
do essentially the same thing, except that it will wait for a delay period which
you set, instead of listening for the pager system’s beep, before sending the
remaining digits.

This is all accomplished by programming an “extended” phone number, which
includes a delay which you invoke by pressing the star (*) key.

To program this special “extended” phone number, after selecting which of the
8 phone numbers to program, key in the telephone number of the paging
service, then press the star (*) key, then continue with the digits that you want
to appear on the receiving pager, and finally press pound (#)  when your entry is
complete, then wait three seconds for the Guard-ItTM autodialer to automatically
accept and repeat back the extended phone number which you have entered.

In this special case after you have invoked a dialing delay by using the star (*)
key, the Guard-ItTM autodialer treats the pound (#) key in a special way.
Normally, the pound (#) key is used to accept an entry or to return to a previous
menu level.  However once a delay has been invoked, the star and pound keys
are treated as “dialable” digit values for the remainder of this programmed
phone number.  This allows for the desired result of including a # which will
actually be “dialed” to complete the communication with the pager system.

For example, to display “12345” on a pager which can be “paged” by calling
555 1000, you would key in:

5  5  5  1  0  0  0  *  1  2  3  4  5  #

and then wait three seconds for the Guard-ItTM autodialer to accept and recite
back this extended phone number, which it will recite as:

5  5  5  1  0  0  0  “Delay 1 0 seconds” 1  2  3  4  5  “Pound”.

(The stated number of delay seconds will be whatever Dialing Delay value is
programmed—see below).
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In a typical application, the Guard-ItTM autodialer’s own phone number would
be the number to be programmed for display.

The other step you must take, is to place several calls to the pager system in
order to determine by experiment how long a waiting time is suitable before the
paging system will reliably have issued its prompting beep, so that it is
definitely ready to accept the digits to be displayed.  Begin the timing at the
moment you dial the last digit of the pager service number, and end the timing
when you hear the pager service’s prompting beep.  We suggest you add three
seconds to the longest time period you observe.  Use a regular telephone to
place the calls.

Then program this delay value in seconds, as the Dialing Delay under the
General Programming Menu.  The default value is ten seconds, and this value
will work for many pager systems without alteration.

With the extended phone number and Dialing Delay value fully programmed, it
is best to verify (three times is suggested) that the Guard-ItTM autodialer will
successfully cause the pager to be reached with the intended display.

This is done by manipulating one of the signal inputs to cause an alarm.

Note: Because pager systems issue a variety of special signaling tones, it is best
to keep the Call Progress feature turned off if using pager systems.

You can “eavesdrop” on the progress of the test calls using a programming
phone, as long as Call Progress is turned off.  Do not pick up the programming
phone until the dialing begins.


